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WORDS FROM JAAP
Hi Everybody!
People think up systems. Values, translated into
cognitive structures, translated into behaviours.
Here in the Netherlands we had a 'child support
scandal.' Gung-ho tax people charged poor parents
huge amounts of money, based on small clerical
errors they had made. Total focus on 'activity' and
'information' and zero focus on 'people' (apart from
mismatching their values). Maybe it's as simple as
that: focus on people and match with empathy.
Because other people too, are so much more.
Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder

MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Next MindSonar Conference: 'Burnout: the New Epidemic.' If you have a case
study or experience with MindSonar in this field, please let Ian Clarke know.
MindSonar in the UK will be working with the Royal Academy of Engineering
starting September 2021, measuring the thinking styles of engineering
entrepreneurs and supporting their development through coaching.

XXII Certification Training starting in Poland, with 6 online sessions.
Participants are mostly from the HR industry.
MindSonar is invited to present at a forthcoming conference: 'We Give Each
Other Strength.' To be held in Warsaw, Poland, in September. The Conference
concerns human strength and mental resilience in various areas of functioning
from a scientific and, above all, practical perspective.
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MINDSONAR APPLICATIONS
Matching your values to what you desire
Using the Graves typology to help decipher criteria really does support growth. A
client recently moved jobs; their meta programs were aligned to the correct
benchmark for the role. In fact, everything was perfect, except for his value base.
His reflection was that he had lost something and he needed red drive attributes to
succeed.
The client chose three prominent people who he thought displayed courage,
honour and respect, inviting them to metaphorically sit round him and
demonstrate their red attributes. Finally his 80 year old self entered the room and
explained what he had done to harness red in his role.
Two week latter he fedback on how succeful he had been at work!

MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY

Tony Barradell has spent 25 years as a Learning and Development
Professional. He has assisted managers in a range of topics - from finance and
project management through to creative thinking and first-line managerial
skills – it has always been about making them more effective in their role.
Increasingly Tony is working with small teams or on a one2one basis. And this
is what attracted him to MindSonar.
“Whilst people need technical skills to do their job, so much of one’s success
is based on the processes that go on inside your own head and on working
out what is going on in someone else’s head. Add to this good interpersonal
communication skills and you have a winning formula. And this is what I
believe MindSonar can help me to bring to the clients and the teams with
whom I am working. A greater understanding of self and of others. I’m really
excited to add this to my tool bag!”
To know more about Tony contact him here.
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RECOGNISING MINDSET
Football! The Euros or Copa América - why does the
mango fit with football?
Together and Winning: the Mango is green on the
outside and orange underneath. Like football, we
see a group winning together - without the team
we cannot succeed
Power: the mango ripens to a red skin. Like a team
which progresses until they become the best with
respect gained through winning - but it starts with
connections, harmony and teamwork.

Article
COGNITIVE DIVERSITY:
A WORKFORCE NEEDS A MINDSONAR® SOLUTION
By Ian Clarke
Only a few weeks ago I was reminded about diverse thinking. I coach Colts
Rugby and had, for my sins, agreed to help the under 7s team. Being
prepared for herding cats, I planned a session to finish with a game. One 7year-old explained how I could improve the game. I reluctantly entertained
his idea and it was a hit. I had fun, the kids had fun and we were more
productive in achieving the same outcomes of evasion, pace and teamwork.
So let me ask you to stop and think. Yes, stop and think. How many people
do your clients have in their workforce that look like them, agree with them
and act like them? The other rugby coaches did not question the game I
had proposed. They look and sound similar to me.
Read more here
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